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0. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let R be a domain and R[X] the ring of polynomials in one variable over 
R; let P be a prime ideal of R whose height is equal to n. Let ,P be a prime 
ideal of R [X] such that .Y n R = P, 9 # P[X]. The objective of this paper is 
to study the saturated chains of prime ideals between (0) and .Y and between 
(0) and P[X]. By classical results of Seidenberg [ 1 I] and Jaffard [6] it is 
already known that n + 1 < height 9 Q 2n + 1 and that height 9 = height 
P[X] + 1. 
In Section 2, we show that the set {r/./r is the length of some saturated 
chain of prime ideals in R[X] between (0) and 9’) is independent of the 
choice of 9’. In the special case of R Noetherian, this has already been 
proved by Houston and McAdam [5]. 
In Section 3, we show that for every integer t such that n + 1 < t < height 
,P, there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals in R[X] between (0) and _P 
whose length is equal to t; similarly, we show that for every integer u such 
that n + 1 < u < height P[X], there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals in 
R[X] between (0) and P[X] whose length is equal to U. Furthermore, we 
show that such chains can be chosen such that the chains of the intersections 
with R are also saturated. 
In Section 4, we show that there is no rule at all that governs the existence 
of saturated chain of prime ideals in R[X] between (0) and 9 whose length 
are less than or equal to n. More precisely, we show that given two positive 
integers n and m such that n + 1 Q m < 2n + 1, and given integers U, ,..., us 
such that 2 < u1 < ... < u, < n, there exists a domain R and a prime ideal P 
of R with height equal to n such that, for every prime ideal 9 of R [X] such 
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that9nR=Pand9#P[X],wehave{u ,,..., u,,n+l,n+2 ,..., m)={r/r 
is the length of some saturated chain of prime ideals in R[X] between (0) 
and 9,). We observe that, whereas in general there is no such domain that be 
integrally closed, there always exists one that is seminormal. If m = n + 1, 
we show that there is such a domain that is Noetherian. 
An important tool in that study is given by the following Principal Ideal 
Theorem for (not necessarily Noetherian) polynomial rings that we prove in 
Section 1. If f(X) E Y\P[X], then (i) there exists a prime ideal -5%’ of R [X] 
such that Bn R = (0), f(X) E 2 and B G 9, and (ii) height 
(Y/(f(x))) = height P. Exhibiting examples, we note that this is essentially 
the best possible result. 
In this paper all rings are commutative with identity, and a prime ideal is 
always different from the unit ideal. The symbol c denotes inclusion and the 
symbol c denotes proper inclusion. Two prime ideals P and Q are 
consecutive, or adjacent, if P c Q and height(Q/P) = 1. A chain of prime 
ideals P, c P, c .-. c P, is saturated if height(PJP,-,) = 1 for every 
i = l,..., r; in this case r is the length of the chain. If R is a ring, a prime 
ideal 9 of R [X] such that 9 # (9 n R)[X] is an upper or, more precisely, 
anupperto~‘R.If.~~‘,c,c... c Yr is a chain of prime ideals of R [Xl, 
the set {q n R 1 i = O,..., r} is the set of intersections with R of the chain; 
with the order of inclusion, that set is the chain of intersections with R of the 
chain. A domain D is seminormal if a belongs to D whenever a is an element 
of the quotient field of D such that a2 and a3 belong to D. 
1. PRINCIPAL IDEAL THEOREM FOR POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
In this section we prove a theorem of the type “Krull’s Principal Ideal 
Theorem” for (not necessarily Noetherian) polynomial rings. It will be 
central in the study of the saturated chain of prime ideals of a polynomial 
ring that we will do in the subsequent sections. 
THEOREM A. Let R be a domain, P a prime ideal of R and 9 an upper 
to P. Let f(X) E Y\P[X]. Then there exists an upper to zero 9 such that 
f(X)ESG9. 
We first prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a domain and let I# (0) be an ideal of R[X]. 
Then, 
(a) There exists an upper to zero 9 such that Z E 3 if and only if 
zn R = (0). 
(b) Zf 9 is a prime ideal of R [X] that contains Z, then there exists an 
upper to zero 2 such that Z G 2’ G 9 if and only ifZR [Xl, n R = (0). 
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(c) For every prime ideal 9 of R [X] that contains I, there exists an 
upper to zero 3 such that Z c 9 c 9 tf and only sf R [X]/fl is R-torsion 
free. 
Proof (a) The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency, consider the 
multiplicative system S = R\{O} and take -2 to be an ideal of R[X] that 
contains I and that is maximal for the property to have empty intersection 
with S. 
(b) Let .Y be a prime ideal of R[X] that contains I. If S is an upper 
to zero such that I c S G 9, then we have ZR [Xl, n R c BR [X],n R C_ 
BR [Xl, f7 R [X] n R = 9 n R = (0). Conversely, if ZR [Xl, n R = (0), 
consider the multiplicative system S = R\{O} and take S to be an ideal of 
R[X] that contains I and that is maximal for the double property to be 
contained in 9 and to have empty intersection with S. 
(c) Suppose that there exists 0 # r E R and f(X) E R [X]\fi such that 
rf(X) E\/I, consider the multiplicative system S = ( 1, f(X),..., f”(x),...} and 
take 5” to be an ideal of R[X] that contains \/? and is maximal for the 
property to have empty intersection with S. Since rf(X) E \/% there exists an 
integer n such that r”(f(X))” E I; since (f(X))” e ,P, we obtain that 
0 # r” = (r”(f(X))“)/(f(X))” E IR [X],,n R; by (b), this implies that there 
is no upper to zero 9 such that ZG 2 E 9. Conversely, suppose that 
R [Xl/d is R-torsion free and let 9 be a prime ideal of R [X] that contains 
I. Let r E ZR[X], n R; then there exists f(X) E R[X]\Y such that 
rf(X) E I; since R [Xl/d is R-torsion free, we obtain that r = 0; by (b), this 
implies that there exists an upper to zero S such that I G 2 G .P. 
Proof of Theorem A. By localizing at P, we can suppose without loss of 
generality that P is the only maximal ideal of R. In view of Lemma 1.1(c), it 
suffices to show that R[X]/dm is R-torsion free; since R is a domain, it 
even suffices to show that R [X]/(f(X)) is R-torsion free. Let g(X) E R[X] 
and 0 # r E R such that rg(X) E (J(X)), say, rg(X) =f(X) h(X) with 
h(X)ER[X]. W e want to show that g(X) E (j(X)). Looking at the contents 
of these polynomials, there exists an integer n such that cdfh)(c(f))” = 
4h)WN” + ’ [9, Lemma 1, p. 2831; since f(X) & P[X], we have cu) = R 
and consequently cdfh) = c(h); then rc(g) = c(h) and the coefficients of h(X) 
are multiples of r, i.e., there exists h,(X) E R[X] such that h(X) = rh,(X). 
Then, we obtain rg(x> = f(X) h(X) = rf(X) h 1 (X), hence g(x) = 
f(X) h 1 (Xl E U-(x)) since r is not a zero divisor. 
COROLLARY A. 1. Let R be a ring and P, c . . . c P, a saturated chain of 
prime ideals of R. Let -P, be an upper to P,. 
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(a) Iff (X) E S,\p, [Xl, then for i = O,..., r - 1 there exists q, upper 
to Pi, such that -P, c . . u c 9, is saturated and f (X) E 9,. 
(b) If the chain of extended primes P, [X] c ..a c P, [X] is not 
saturated, then there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length 
(r + 1) between P, [X] and P, [Xl. 
Proof (a) Applying Theorem A to the domain R/P,-, , we obtain S,- , , 
upper to P,.- i such that f(X) E Yr _ 1 c Yr. Now, if 2 is a prime ideal of 
R [X] such that Yr _ , c%c~~, then we must have %nR =YvP,R =P,; 
this implies that 5%’ =Yr for otherwise we would have f(X) E Yr-, c 9 = 
P,. [X] which would contradict the fact that f (X) & P, [Xl; thus Yr-, c YF is 
saturated. Now we can proceed by induction since f (X) E 9,- ,\P,- , [Xl. 
(b) If the chain P, [X] c . . . c P,[X] is not saturated, let 
k = SUP Ij I Pj [Xl c Pj + 1 [Xl is not saturated}. Since P, [X] c Pk+ , [X] is not 
saturated, there exists Yk, upper to Pk, such that Yk c P,, , [Xl. By (a), for 
every i = O,..., k - 1, there exists 3, upper to Pi, such that 9, c . . . c Yk is 
saturated; then the chain P, [X] c Y0 c ... c 9, c Pk+ 1 [X] c ... c P,[X] is 
saturated with length equal to r + 1. 
We can give another version of Theorem A: 
THEOREM A’. Let R be a ring, P a prime ideal of R and 9 an upper to 
P. Let f(X) E Y\P[X]. Then height(Y/(f (X))) = height P. 
Proof: By Corollary A.l(a), we have height(Y/(f(X))) >, height P. On 
the other hand, if Y0 c ... c q = 9 is a chain of prime ideals in R [X] such 
that f(X) E YO, then every q must be an upper to $ n R since 
f(X) 6 P[X]; in particular we must have q n R # Yj n R for every i # j, 
and consequently height(.Y/Cf(X))) Q height P. 
COROLLARY A.2. Let R be a ring, Q c P prime ideals of R and 9 an 
upper to P. Let jr = (Uppers to Q that are contained in 9’). Then 
9 = P[X] U (UYE.F -2) and jr is infinite. 
Remarks. (1) The result given in Theorem A (or equivalently in 
Theorem A’) is the best possible in as much as the hypothesis 
‘f(X) CE P[X]” cannot be avoided, even if we accept to weaken the 
conclusion to “there exists a height-one prime ideal 5’ such that 
f(X) E B s 9.” As a matter of fact, in general, a nonrestrictive Principal 
Ideal Theorem will not be valid on R[X] even if such a nonrestrictive 
theorem is valid on R. Indeed, let (R, P) be a one-dimensional quasi-local 
domain such that the dimension of R [X] is 3, let 0 # a E P and consider 
9 = (P, X). Since the height of P[X] is 2, the only height-one prime ideals of 
R[X] are uppers to (0) and, clearly, none of them contains the constant 
polynomial a. Observe that if we take a polynomial f(X) E P[X] of degree 
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21, then by Lemma 1.1(a), such a polynomial will be contained in an upper 
to (0), but in general will not be contained in any height-one prime ideal 
contained in (P. X); this is the case for example with f(X) = a + uX= 
a( 1 + X) since 1 + X @ (P, X) and since a belongs to no height-one prime 
ideal of R[X]. This shows that the result of Corollary A.2 could not be 
strengthened to 9 = P U (Uses 9). 
(2) When R is a Noetherian ring and 9 is an upper, we have 
height@ n R) = (height 9) - 1; thus in this case, our Theorem A’ takes the 
usual form height(Y/dfo)) = (height 9) - 1. 
(3) If f(X) is a polynomial of degree d, then f(X) is contained in at 
most d uppers to zero [7, Theorem 36, p. 251. 
2. SATURATED CHAINS IN POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
In this section we generalize some results that have been proved in the 
Noetherian case by Houston and McAdam [5]. The main one is the 
following: 
THEOREM B. Let R be a domain and P a prime ideal of R. Let 9 be ab 
upper to P. Then {r ] r is the length of some saturated chain of prime ideals 
in R [X] between (0) and 9’) is independent of the choice of 9. 
LEMMA 2.1 [5, Proposition 1.1, p. 7421. Let R be a domain that is 
integrally closed and let % be an upper to zero. Then 9 is generated by its 
polynomials of minimal degree. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a domain and P a prime ideal of R. Let 9 
be an upper to P and % an upper to (0) such that 9 ~9’ and 
height(9/2) < height P. Then P[X] contains the polynomials of minimal 
degree in 2. 
Proof Let g(X) be a polynomial of minimal degree in -5; 9 is the only 
upper to zero that contains g(X) [7, Theorem 36, p. 251. Suppose that 
g(X) @ P[X] and let r = height P. By Corollary A.l, there exists a saturated 
chain of prime ideals of length r, say TO c ... c Yr = 9, with Y0 an upper 
to zero that contains g(X); since % is the only upper to zero that contains 
g(X), one must have Y0 = % and, consequently, height(Y/%) > r; this 
contradicts the hypothesis. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a domain with integral closure R’. Let P be a 
prime ideal of R and 9 an upper to P. Let s be an integer. Then, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
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(i) There exists an upper to zero -S such that 9 ~9, 9 &P[X], 
height(9/2) = s. 
(ii) There exists a finite R-algebra R* such that R G R* G R’ that 
possesses a prime ideal of height s lying over P. 
Notice that (ii) is independent of the choice of 9. 
Proo$ (i) * (ii). Since 2 c P[X], every prime ideal between 2’ and 9 
is an upper and therefore height(9/2) < height P. If height(9/2) = 
height P, then we can take R * = R. If t = height(9/2) < height P, let 
2=2,C ... c 2t = 9 be a saturated chain of prime ideals in R [X] of 
length t between 2 and 9. By the Going-up Theorem there exists a 
saturated chain of prime ideals in R ’ [Xl, 2; c 2; c . . . c 2; with 
2; n R [X] = 2i. Let P’ = 2; n R’; since R’[X] is integral over R [Xl, we 
have that 2; is an upper to P’ and that 2; is an upper to zero. Since R ’ is 
integrally cased, 2; is generated by its polynomials of minimal degree by 
Lemma 2.1; since 20 = 2 @ P[X], we also have 2; & P’[X]; then there 
exists a polynomial of minimal degree in SA, say f(X), such that 
f (AT) CZ P’[X]. Let d,, d, ,..., d, be the coefficients of f(X) and let R* = 
R [do, d, ,..., d,]. Let 2: = 2; n R *[Xl for i = O,..., t and let P* = P’ n R *; 
clearly P* lies over P. Since R*[X] is integral over R[X], we have that 2: 
is an upper to P*, that 2’: is an upper to zero and that height(2:/2,*) = t. 
Furthermore, f(x) is certainly a polynomial of minimal degree in S,* and 
f(X) 6% P*(X]; then by Proposition 2.2, we have t = height P*. 
(ii) =E- (i). Let R * be a finite R-algebra such that R c R * E R’ 
possesses a prime ideal P* of height s lying over P. We claim that since R* 
is a finite R-module, there exists only a finite number of prime ideals of R* 
that lie over P. Indeed, it clearly suffices to show that if d is an integral 
element over a ring A and if Gpl is a prime ideal of A, then there exists only a 
finite number of prime ideals of A [d] that lie over a. For this, consider the 
natural surjection cp: A [ Y] +A [d]; the prime ideals of A [d] that lie over G4! 
correspond to the prime ideals of A [Y] that contain ker (p and whose inter- 
section with A is equal to @; since ker rp contains a manic polynomial, the 
intersection of those prime ideals is not equal to aC[ Y] and there can be only 
a finite number of them [7, Theorem 36, p. 251. The claim being proved, let 
P,* = p*,..., PT be the prime ideals of R * that lie over P. The prime ideals of 
R * [X] that lie over 9 are finite in number [8, Theorem 2, p. 7071 and 
incomparable between themselves; everyone of them is an upper to PF for 
some i E {l,..., t}. By the Going-up Theorem, there does exist some upper to 
P*, say 9*, that lies over 9. Let f (X) E 9* such that f (x) belongs to no 
other prime ideal of R*[X] that lies over 9 and such that f (X) 6i P*[X]. 
Since height P* = s, there exists by Corollary A.l, a saturated chain of 
prime ideals in R * [X] of length s, 2: c ... c 2: = 9* wih S,* an upper 
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to zero that contains f(X); let 9 = 9,* n R[X]. It is clear that S is an 
upper to zero that is contained in ,P; furthermore 3 is not contained in P[X] 
because if it were then by the Going-up Theorem, 8,* would have to be 
contained in PT[X] for some i E {l,..., t}, which is absurd since f(X) E S,* 
and f(X) S$ P;“[X] for every i E {l,..., I}. Finally height(.Y/-P) = s; indeed, 
suppose that height(Y/2) > s; then by the Going-up Theorem, there exists a 
saturated chain of prime ideals in R*[X] of length strictly bigger than s 
between a,* and some prime ideal lying over 9’; the latter has to be Y* 
since f(X) belongs to it; this implies that height(,P*/2$) > s = height P*, 
which is absurd since every prime ideal between 8,* and .Y* is necessarily 
an upper 
Proof of Theorem B. Let S, and YZ be two uppers to P. We shall prove 
that if r is the length of some saturated chain of primes between (0) and Y1, 
then I is also the length of some saturated chain of primes between (0) and 
9,. Let (O)cS,c...c2+, c 9, be a saturated chain of prime ideals. If 
2 r-1 = P[X], then the chain (0) c 8, c . . . c S,-, c YZ is also saturated 
and we are through. If 9,-i # P[X], then -Yrml is clearly an upper to some 
prime ideal A4 of R with A4 c P. Now we do an induction on r. If r = 1, the 
result is trivial. If r = 2, S,-, is necessarily an upper to zero and the result is 
a consequence of Theorem 2.3 with s = 1. Now, let r > 3 and suppose the 
result to be true for r - 1. In (R/M)[X] N (R[X]/M[X]) we have the 
saturated chain (0) c (9,- ,/M[X]) c (Yi/M[X]); observe that S,- ,/M[X] 
is an upper to zero and that Yi/M[X] is an upper to P/M. Then, by the case 
r = 2, there exists a saturated chain in (R/M)[X] of length equal to 2 
between (0) and Y*/M[X] that can be lifted to a saturated chain M[X] c 
A c S, in R [X] where A’ is an upper to M. Both -Y,.- i and A are uppers 
to M, and we are given a saturated chain of prime ideals of length r - 1 
between (0) and 9,-i ; then, by the hypothesis of induction, there exists a 
saturated chain of length r - 1 between (0) and A and, therefore, a 
saturated chain of length r between (0) and YZ. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let R be a Pri&er domain of dimension n. Then R(X] 
is catenarian of dimension n + 1. 
Proof Since R[X] will be catenarian if R, [X] is catenarian for every 
maximal ideal M of R, we can suppose that R is a valuation ring. Let Q be a 
primeidealofRandSanuppertoQ.Let(O)=~~c5;c...c~~=abe 
a saturated chain of prime ideals between (0) and 3; let i = inf{j/Y, is an 
upper to 9, n R}; let P = S; n R. We clearly have S,-, = P[X]; hence also 
-P,= (YenR)[X] f or every e & i - 1; then we have i - 1 = height P. Now 
let j > 1; S; is an upper to 4 n R since S, is an upper to S, r7 R [ 3, (16. lo), 
p. 2181; by Theorem 2.3, Y,;-, n R c 3 n R are consecutive since 
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R/(5;- I n R) is integrally closed. Then we obtain s - i = height(Q/P), and 
s = height(Q/P) + (height P) + 1 = (height Q) + 1. 
3. LONG SATURATED CHAINS IN POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
Given a domain R and a prime ideal 9 of R [Xl, we study in this section 
the saturated chains of prime ideals between (0) and 9 whose length is 
bigger than height(S n R). 
THEOREM C. Let R be a domain, P a prime ideal of R and 9 an upper 
to P. Let n be the height of P and let m - 1 be the height of P[X]. Then: 
(a) height 9 = m and n + 1 < m < 2n + 1. 
(b) For every t such that n + 1 < t < m, there exists a saturated chain 
of prime ideals of length t between (0) and 9 whose chain of intersections 
with R is saturated. 
(c) For every u such that n + 1 < u < m - 1, there exists a saturated 
chain of prime ideals of length u between (0) and P[X] whose chain of inter- 
sections with R is saturated. 
(d) There may exist, or not, a saturated chain of prime ideals of length 
n between (0) and P[X]. 
The results contained in part (a) are well-known: the first one is an 
immediate consequence of Jaffard’s Special Chain Theorem [6, Theo&me 3, 
p. 31, or can be found explicitely proved in a direct way in [ 1, Lemma 1, 
p. 281; the second one is a classical result of Seidenberg [11, Theorem 2, 
p. 5061. To see the results of part (d): if R is a Noetherian domain, then 
there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length n between (0) and 
P[X]; if (R, P) is a one-dimensional quasi-local integrally closed domain that 
is not a valuation ring, then there is no saturated chain of prime ideals of 
length 1 between (0) and P[X] since height P[X] = 2 [ 11, Theorem 8, 
p. 5111. The proof of the other results of Theorem C will rely on the 
following result: 
THEOREM C'. Let R be a domain, P a prime ideal of R of height n, 9 
anuppertoPandtaninteger~n+2.Let(O)=%,c2,c...cB,=~be 
a saturated chain of prime ideals and let 9 = (2i n R/i = O,..., t) be its set 
of intersections with R. Then, there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals 
of length t - 1 between (0) and 9’ that admits 9 as set of intersections with 
R. 
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ProojI First we claim that there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals 
ofR[X] (0)=9oc9ic... c 4 = 9 that admits 9 as set of intersections 
with R such that 9, # (4 n R)[X] or q+i # (9[+i n R)[X] for every 
i = o,..., t - 1. If our given chain of prime ideals is not of that type, let k = 
sup ( j/-Yj = (3j n R ) [X] and 3 ,+l=(Sj+lnR)[X]}; let Qk=LTknR and 
Qk+,=~~+,nRR.Noticethatk~t-2,thatS,+,isanuppertoQ,+,and 
that {Qk, Qk+i} is the set of intersections with R of the sequence 
2kc2k+l cBk+** By Corollary A.l, there exists .9’, upper to Qk, such 
that 9’ c 3’k+z is saturated; then the sequance 3, = Qk [X] c 9’ c Pk+2 is 
saturated and admits { Qk, Qk+ ,} as set of intersections with R. Taking 
9i+ I = 9’ and 9; = -2, for every i # k + 1, we get a saturated chain of 
prime ideals (0) = 9’; c . . . c 9: = 9 that admits 9 as set of intersections 
with R such that sup{j/Y; = (9; n R)[X] and 9;+i = (9;+ i n R)[X]} < k. 
Then, by an induction on k we shall obtain a saturated chain of prime ideals 
(0) = 9, c * -. c 4 = 9 as desired. 
Let i(O)=0 <i(l) < ... < i(k) be the integers such that 3& = (0) 
9 ,(i),,..,& are the elements of the chain such that qti, = (qU, n R)[X]. 
Notice that k > 1 since t > n + 2; notice also that for any j E (0, I,..., k - 1 } 
we have: 3ti,+,nR, qti,+*nR ,..., qU+ ,) n R are distinct prime ideals of 
R. We claim that there exists j E (0, l,..., k - l} such that the chain of prime 
ideals of R, qtib+l nR c -.a czu+,) n R, is saturated. Indeed, otherwise 
we would have height((&.+,, n R)/(qu, n R)) > i(j + 1) - i(j) for every 
j = 0, l,..., k - 1; hence also 
n = height(P) 
> heighV’/(~~k~ n RN 
k-l 
+ c hekht((&+ 1j n RYL?,, n RI) 
j=O 
k-l 
> (t-i(k)- l)+ s (i(j + 1) - i(j)) = t-l>t-2 
j=O 
which contradicts the hypothesis on n. 
Then, let j be such that the chain qU)+l n R c aa. c &+ljn R is 
saturated; it has length equal to i( j + 1) - i(j) - 1. Then, since TtU+ ,) + I is 
an upper of 3&+ 1) n R, there exists by Corollary A. 1 (a) a saturated chain of 
prime ideals of length i(j + 1) - i(j) between (3&)+ i n R)[X] = Tti, and 
-qi+l)+l admitting {3& + , n R,..., qU+ ,) n R } as set of intersections with 
R. This proves our theorem since the original chain between qo, and 
9 i(i+l)+l, namely, ~::ci~~~~,+l~~~~~~~+l~~~::ci+,~+,, had length 
i(j + 1) - i(j) + 1 and had {3&,+i fY R,..., qti+l, n R} as set of inter- 
sections with R. 
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Proof of Therem C. (a) and (d) have already been checked. 
(b) Since height 9 = m, there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals 
(0)=9,c.qc *** c 9, = 9 between (0) and 9 such that (q n R)[X] is 
a member of the chain for every i = O,..., m [6, ThCoreme 3, p. 351; it is 
immediate to check that there even exists such a chain with the additional 
property that its chain of intersections is saturated. Then applying 
Theorem C ’ step by step, we shall get, for every t such that n + 1 < t < M, a 
saturated chain of prime ideals of length t between (0) and 9 whose chain of 
intersections with R is the same as the preceeding one, hence in particular is 
saturated. 
(c) Since height (P,X) = m, we easily get, again by Jalfard’s theorem 
[6, Theoreme 3, p. 351, that there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of 
length (m - 1) between (0) and P[X] whose chain of intersections with R is 
saturated. By induction suppose that u is an integer such that n + 1 & 
u < m - 1 and suppose that there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals 
(o)=90c~c*** c9,+, = P[X] of length (U + 1) between (0) and P[X] 
whose chain of intersections with R is saturated. Since u + 1 > n + 2 = 
(height P) + 2, we can consider j = sup{i/q + (4 n R)[X] }. Let 
Pj=~nR;wehaveheightPj~(heightP)-(u+1-j)=n+j-(u+1); 
since furthermore u + 1 > n + 2, we obtain that j > (height Pj) + 2. By 
Theorem C ‘, there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals (0) = S,, c 
2, c -** c2j-l = j 9 of length (j - 1) between (0) and 3 whose set of 
intersections with R is {q n R/i = O,..., j}. Then, it is clear that the chain 
(O)=~~C~,C...C~~-,=~~~+~C...C~~+~=P[X] is a saturated 
chain of length u between (0) and P[X] whose chain of intersections with R 
is saturated. 
Remark. Let us keep the notations of Theorem C. For t = n + 1, the 
following stronger result is true by our Corollary A.l: there exists a 
saturated chain of prime ideals of length t between (0) and 9 whose chain of 
intersections with R has length equal to height P. For t > n + 2, that stronger 
result is not valid anymore. Indeed, it is easy to check that the domain R 
with maximal ideal M constructed in [ 1, Example 4, p. 421 is such that 
height M = 3, height(M, X) = 5 and all the saturated chain of prime ideals of 
length 5 between (0) and @4,X) have a chain of intersections with R of 
length equal to 2. 
4. SHORT SATURATED CHAINS IN POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
Given a domain R, a prime ideal P of R and an upper 9 to P, we study in 
this section the saturated chains of prime ideals between (0) and 9 whose 
length is less than or equal to height P. We will show that essentially 
anything can happen. More precisely, we will show: 
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THEOREM D. Let n, m be two positive integers such that n + 14 
m<2n+ 1. Let u , ,..., u, be integers such that 2 Q u, < . . . < u, g n. Then, 
there exists a quasi-local domain R with maximal ideal P such that: 
(i) dimension R = n 
(ii) dimension R [X] = m 
(iii) For every upper 9 to P, {r ] r is the length of some saturated 
chain of prime ideals between (0) and 9’) = (uI ,..., u,, n + l,..., m}. If 
m = n + 1, there exists such a domain R that is Noetherian. 
Let us see that our Theorem D will be proved if we can construct a quasi- 
semi-local ring possessing certain properties. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let n, m be two positive integrs such that n + 1 < 
m<2n+ 1. Let u , ,..., u, be integers such that 2 Q u, < . . . < u, Q n. Let A 
be a quasi-semi-local domain with maximal ideals N,, N, ,..., N, and let K be 
a Jield such that: 
(a) height No = n and for every upper Jyr, to N,, {r 1 r is the length of 
some saturated chain of prime ideals between (0) and X0) = {n + l,..., m}. 
(b) For i E {I,..., s), height Ni = (u, - 1) andfor every upper 4 to Ni, 
{r ) r is the length of some saturated chain of prime ideals between (0) and 
Jq = {Ui). 
(c) For i E {O, l,..., s}, there exists a subjective homomorphism 
ei: A + K whose kernel is equal to Ni. 
LetR=(aEA)e,(a)=e,(a)=~~~=e,(a)}. 
Then, R is a quasi-local domain with maximal ideal P = N,n 
N,n.-- n N, that satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem D. If 
furthermore A is Noethetian, then so is R. 
Proof By [2, Theorem A, p. 5851, R is a quasi-local domain with 
maximal ideal P = N, n N, n . . . n N, and A is a finite R-module. Hence 
dimR=dimA= n and dim R [X] = dim A [Xl; furthermore dim A [X] = m 
since, by Theorem B, dim A [X] = sup{height(Q, X) ( Q E Spec A} = 
height(N,, X) = m. Thus conditions (i)-(ii) are satisfied and R is Noetherian 
if A is Noetherian. Now let us look at condition (iii). Let 9 be an upper to 
P. Suppose that there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length r in 
R[X] between (0) and 9. By the Going-up Theorem, there exists an integer 
i E (0, l,..., s), an upper Jv; to Ni and a saturated chain of prime ideals of 
length r in A [X] between (0) and 4‘; hence r E {u, ,..., u,, n + l,..., m}. 
Conversely, let r E {ui ,..., us, n + l,..., m); we want to show that there exists 
a saturated chain of prime ideals of length r in R[X] between (0) and 9. If 
rE (n + l,..., m}, this is given by Theorem C since dimension R = n and 
dimension R [X] = m. If r = ui with i E (l,..., s}, consider JIT, an upper to Ni 
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that lies over 9; such JV exists by the Going-up Theorem since the 
extension R [X] 4 A [X] is integral. Since there are only finitely many prime 
ideals of A lying over P, there are also only finitely many prime ideals of 
A [X] lying over 9 [8, Theorem 2, p. 7071; furthermore they are incom- 
parable between themselves. Let f(X) EM” such that f(X) belongs to no other 
prime ideal of A [X] that lies over 9 and such that f(X) 6Z Ni[X]. Since 
height Ni = ui - 1 = r - 1, there exists by Corollary A.1 a saturated chain of 
prime ideals in A [X] of length r, (0) c 9, c .. . c 8,. =X, such that 
f(x) E -9,. We claim that the chain (0) c 9, fY R [X] c . . . c 8, n 
R [X] = 9 is saturated. Indeed, 9, being an upper to zero, %i n R [X] is 
also an upper to zero and the part (0) c P, n R [X] of the chain is saturated. 
If the remaining part 9i n R[X] c ..a c 9 was not saturated, we could 
saturate it to get a chain of length strictly bigger; that bigger chain could be 
lifted to a chain in A [X] of equal length that would start at -2, and would 
necessarily end at JY because f(X) E 9, and JV is the only prime ideal of 
A [X] that lies over 9 and contains f(X); this is absurd because 
height Ni = ui - 1 and because all the prime ideals between 9, and ,/t- are 
uppers. Thus (0) c 9i n R [X] c . . . c Zr n R [X] = 9 is a saturated chain 
of prime ideals of length r in R[X] between (0) and 4. 
Now, our objective is to construct a quasi-semi-local domain A that 
satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 4.1. The idea of the construction for 
general m is the following. 
Step 1. For every i E (0, l,..., s}, construct a quasi-local domain Bi that 
satisfies the conditions that are required to be satisfied by the localization of 
A at the prime ideal Ni. 
Step 2. Intersect those quasi-local domains B, together to get a quasi- 
semi-local domain A that is locally equal to the Bi’s. 
The most delicate part of Step 1 is the construction of B,; we shall show 
tat, essentially, the ring constructed by Seidenberg [12] and presented in 
details by Gilmer [3, Example 3, p. 5731 satisfies the required conditions. 
For i E {I,..., s), it is easy to construct a quasi-local domain .gi that satisfies 
the required conditions; indeed, in virtue of Corollary 2.4, any valuation ring 
of dimension (ui - 1) could be taken; however, the problem here will be to 
choose those valuation rings in such a way that intersecting them with B, 
gives the “right” ring. The basic idea that will be used in Step 2 comes from 
the work of Heinzer in [4]. 
Naturally, when m > IZ + 1, such a domain A cannot be Noetherian. For 
the special case of m = 12 + 1, we give a construction which, besides being 
much simpler, yields a domain A that is Noetherian. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Construction of a ring A that satisfies the hypothesis of 
Proposition 4.1 for general m. 
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Let n, m be two positive integars such that n + 1 < m < 2n + 1. Let 
U, ,..., u, be integers such that 2 < U, < .. . < u, < n. 
Step 1. Write m = it + 1 + t; observe that 0 < t < n. Let k = k,(Y, , Y,,...) 
where k, is a field and Y, , Y, ,... is an infinite number of indeterminates over 
k,. Let Z, ,..., Z,, T, ,..., T,, T,, i ,..., T, be indeterminates over k. 
(a) Let D, = k. For 1 <j< t, let Dj = Dj-, + Tjk(Z,, T ,,..., Zj-1, 
Tj-1, Zj)[TjlcTj,; Jj= Tjk(Z,, T,,...,Zj-,, Tj-,,Zj)[Tj],,, is the only prime 
ideal of height one of Dj [3, Theorem A, (c), p. 5601; observe that Jj is also 
the maximal ideal of the valuation ring Vi = k(Z,, T, ,..., Zj-, , Tjpl, Zj) 
[TjltT,). For t + 1 <j&n, let Dj=Dj-, + T,k(Z,, T ,,..., Z,, T,, T,, ,,..., 
Tj-l)fTj],,,; Jj= Tjk(Z,, Z1,.*.*, Z,, T,, Tt+l,..., Tj-l)[rj],,, is the only 
prime ideal of height one of Dj [3, Theorem A, (c), p. 5601; observe that Jj is 
also the maximal ideal of the valuation ring Vj = k(Z,, T, ,..., Z,, 
T,, T,+,,..., Tj-,)[TjI,,,* Ob serve that for any j such that 1 < j < n, the set 
of the non zero prime ideals of Dj is {J, + J,,, + . . . + Jj ] q = l,..., j} which 
is linearly ordered by inclusion [3, Theorem A, (c), p. 5601; observe also 
that Dj = k + J, + ... + Jj and that this sum is direct. 
Let B,=D,; B, is a quasi-local domain with maximal ideal I, = 
J, + . . . + J,, such that dimension B, = n and dimension B, [X] = m [3, 
Theorem B, p. 5741. We still want to show that if & is an upper to I,, then 
{r ] r is the length of some saturated chain of prime ideals in B, [X] between 
(0) and TO} = {n + l,..., m). For that, we will verify the following stronger 
claim: 
Claim 1. If P c Q are two prime ideals of B, and if 9 is an upper to Q, 
then {r 1 r is the length of some saturated chain of prime ideals between P[X] 
and P} = (height(Q/P) + l,..., height(%/P[X])}. 
We first verify three preliminary claims: 
Claim 2. If H is any prime ideal of B,, then B,/H is integrally closed. 
Proo$ If H = (0), then B,,/H = B, is integrally closed [3, Theorem A, 
(b), p. 5601. If H # (0), there exists 1 <q Q II such that 
H=J,+J,+,++..+J,,, and we have Bo/H=(D,-,+J,+...+J,)/ 
(J4 + . .. + J,) N D,- I which is integrally closed [ 3, Theorem A, (b), p. 5601. 
Claim 3. Let l<jjn.IfdEDj~j,thendJj=Jj. 
ProoJ Since Dj = Dj- 1 + Jj and since d E Dj\Jj, we have d = a + P with 
a E Dj- r\{O} and /I E Jj. Since the quotient field of Dj-, is contained in the 
valuation ring Vi, we have that a is invertible in Vj; since furthermore p 
belongs to Jj which is the maximal ideal of Vj, we obtain that d = a + p is 
invertible in Vj and consequently that dJj = Jj. 
481/78/l-12 
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Claim 4. If H and P are prime ideals of B, such that P c H and if 9 is 
an upper to P such that height(H[X]/Y) = 1, then height(H/P) = 1. 
Proof. Let R be the localization of BdP at the prime ideal H/P, let 
9’ = 9 . R and H’ = HR. Suppose that height H’ > 1 and let Z be a prime 
ideal of R such that Z c H’ and height Z = 1. R is integrally closed by 
Claim 2; then 9’ is generated by its polynomials of minimal degree by 
Lemma 2.1. Since 9’ c H’[X] is saturated, we have 9’ & Z[X] and there 
exists g(X) E 9, g(X) of minimal degree, such that g(X) 6$ Z[X]; 9’ is the 
only upper to zero that contains g(X) [7, Theorem 36, p. 251. Let g(X) be the 
canonical image of g(X) in (R/Z)[X]; g(X) is contained in only a finite 
number (possibly none) of uppers to I; indeed that number is clearly Q 
degree g(x). Let 9, ,..., 2, be the uppers of Z that contain g(X). For 
i E (l,..., t), we have g(X) E S,\I[X]; then, by Theorem A and by the fact 
that 9’ is the only upper to zero that contains g(X), we obtain that g(X) E 
9’ c f, ; this implies that Bi & H’ [X] since 9’ c H’ [X] is saturated. Since 
H’ is the only maximal ideal of R, since 9i is an upper to Z that is not 
contained in H’[X] and since R/Z is integrally losed, there exists 
pi(X) E R [X] such that Bi = (Z[X], p,(X)) [ 10, Corollary 2.11, p. 3871; 
observe that /3,(X) @ H’ [X] since 9i G H’ [Xl. Then, there exists integers 
I ,..., ul, there exists c E R\I and there exists q(X) E Z[X] such that g(X) = 
k-w~ . .. @I,(X))‘l + q(X). Since height Z = 1, since q(X) E Z(X] and 
c-i& we have (q(X)/c) E Z[X] by claim 3 and (g(X)/c) = 
GBl(X)Y *** (/3,(X))uf + (q(X)/c) E R [Xl; even more, since g(X) = 
c( g(X)/c) E 9’ with c G Cp’, we have (g(X)/c) E 9’ c H’ [Xl; this implies 
that @,(X))U1 .e. @,(X))” = (g(X)/c) - (q(X)/c) E H’ [Xl, which is absurd 
since p,(X) 6? H’[X] for every i = l,..., t. 
Proof of Claim 1. In virtue of Theorem C, it suffices to show that the 
length of any saturated chain of prime ideals between P[X] and 9 is bigger 
than or equal to height(Q/P) + 1. Since the prime ideals of B, are linearly 
ordered, it suffices to show that if 9, c Yz are two consecutive prime ideals 
of B, [Xl, then 9, n B, and 9* n B, are either equal or consecutive. Let 
P, = 9i n B, and P, = Yz n B,. If 9, = P, [Xl, it is clear that P, and P, are 
either equal or consecutive. If 9, is an upper to P,, consider the consecutive 
prime ideals 9: =9,/P, [X] and 9’; = 9JP, [X] of B,[X]/P, [X] N 
(BdP,)[X]; of course, 9; is an upper to zero in B,/P,, and BO/P, is 
integrally closed by Claim 2. If Yz is an upper to P,, we obtain by 
Theorem 2.3 that height(P,/P,) = 1, i.e., that P, c P, are consecutive. If 
9’ = P, [Xl, we obtain that height(PJP,) = 1 by Claim 4. This finishes the 
proof of Claim 1 and shows that the maximal ideal I, of B, satisfies the 
properties of Proposition 4.1 (a). 
(b) Consider L = k(Z, ,..., Z,, T, ,..., T,, T,, , ,..., T,,) the quotient field 
of B, and remember that u1 ,***, u, are integers such that 
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2(u, < -*- < u, & n. For i E (l,..., s}, let G, be the group Z(“‘-‘) with the 
lexicographic order; let e, ,..., e,,-, be the canonical base of Z(“-‘). Consider 
the valuation 
wi: L = k(Z, ,..., Z,, T, ,..., T,) + G, 
defined in the following way: 
. w,(a) = 0 for every a E k. 
. w*(Z,) = w,(Z,) = * * * = wt(Z,) = 0. 
9 Forl~j~(u,-,-l),w,(T,)=e,+,. 
l Wi(T”,-,I = e, * 
l For (Ui-l + 1) Q j < (u* - l), w,(T,) = ej, 
. For u, < J < n, w,(TJ = 0. 
Those notations make sense even when i = 1 if we make the convention 
that U, = 1. 
Let Bi be the valuation ring of L corresponding to the valuation wi and let 
Zi be its maximal ideal. Of course the dimension of B, is equal to (ui - 1) 
and, by Corollary 2.4, I, satisfies the properties of Proposition 4.1 (b). Notice 
that B, dominates the local ring 
and has the same residue field, namely, k(Z, ,..., Z,, Tu,, T,,, , ,..., T,,). 
Step2. Let A=B,ns..nB,; let N,,=Z,nA,...,N,=Z,nA. We 
intend to prove the following claim: 
Claim 5. A is a quasi-semi-local ring whose maximal ideals are 
N ,, ,..., N, ; it is such that A,, = B, ,..., A, = B,. 
Suppose for one moment hat Claim 5 has been proved. Then A is a quasi- 
semi-local ring that clearly satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 4.1. 
Furthermore, we have A/N,, = (AN,/No ANo) = B,,/I, N k and for i > 1, A/N, = 
(A,/NIANJ = B,/Z, N k(Z, ,..., Z,, Tu,, T,,, ,,..., T,,). Since we have taken 
k = k,(Y,, Y2 ,... ), we obtain that A/N, 1: A/N,, for every i = l,..., s; hence 
condition (c) of Proposition 4.1 is also satisfied and we are through. 
Thus, we are left with proving Claim 5. We first observe that: 
Claim 6. (a) Bo,..., B, are incomparable. 
(b) {maximal ideals of A} c {N,,,..., N,}. 
Proof. (a) Let iE {l,..., s). We have (T,JT,)E B, but (T,,/T,) & Bi; 
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hence B, & B,. On the other hand, Bi is a valuation ring and its dimension is 
strictly smaller than the dimension of B, ; hence Bi & B,. Let 
j E {i + I,..., s}. We have (r,,.Jr,) E Bj but (rUj_,/r,) & B,; hence B, & Bi. 
On the other hand, Bi is a valuation ring and its dimension is strictly smaller 
than the dimension of Bj ; hence Bi c$ Bj. 
(b) Let x E A\(N, U a.* UN,); then x E Bi\Zi for every i = O,..., s, 
hence x-’ E Bi for every i = 0 ,..., s, i.e., x-’ EA. 
In order to prove Claim 5, and in virtue of Claim 6, we just have to show 
that AN0 = B,,,..., 
For i E {O;..., 
AN, = B,. We shall do this in the following inductive way: 
s}, let Ai=B,,nea. nBi, Mi,o=Z,nAi ,..., Mi.i=ZinAi. 
By the argument given in Claim 6(b), we know that {maximal ideals of Ai} G 
{“i,(l 7***3 Mi,i}. 
Claim 5.i. (Ai)Mi.O = B, ,..., (Ai)Mi.i = B,. 
Proof. Claim 5.0 is clearly true. Suppose 1 < i < s, and suppose that 
Claim 5.(i-1) is true. By definition we have Ai =Ai-i nBi. The Jacobson 
radical of Ai-i is Mi-l,on . . . nMi-,,i-,=Z,n . . . nz,-,; it is not 
contained into B,; indeed, it is easy to check that (T, T,/T,,_,) belongs to 
z,n ... nzi-, but does not belong to Bi. Thus, by [4, Proposition 1.13, 
p. 1111, Ai-, is a localization of A,; since, by the hypothesis of induction, 
B O,..., Bipl are themselves localizations of A,-, , they are also localizations 
of Ai and then, we necessarily have B, = (A i)Mi,o ,..., B,- , = (Ai)Mi,i-, . It 
remains to see that Bi = (Ai)Mi i. That Bi contains (Ai)Mi is clear. Before 
working on the other inclusion, let us observe that since (T,‘T,,/T,,_,) belongs 
to the Jacobson radical of Ai- i, the elements 1 + (T, T,/T,,-,) and 
x = l/( 1 + (T, T,/T+,)) are invertible in Ai-, ; furthermore, we have 
Wi(T, TJTui-I) = (-lv l9 O,**., 0) < 0 = w,(l), hence wi(l + (T, T,/T,,-,)) = 
(-1, 1, 3-*-v 0) and wi(x) = (1, -1,0 ,..., 0). Now, let y E B,. We know that B, 
and Bi have the same quotient field and that B, is a localization of Ai ; then 
we can conclude that Bi and Ai have the same quotient field. Write y = a/b 
with u E Ai, b E Ai\{O}; multiplying them by 7’, if necessary, we can 
suppose that a and b belong to the Jacobson radical of .4-i . Since wi(x) = 
(1, -1, O,..., 0), there exists an integer p such that wi(xp) > wi(b). With such 
a p, we have that wi(xp + b) = w,(b), hence that b/(xP + b) is invertible in Bi. 
Furthermore, since x is invertible in ,4-i and since b belongs to the 
Jacobson radical of Aidi, we have that xp + b is invertible in Ai- r and 
therefore that (b/(xp + b)) E A i- i. Thus, we have (b/(xP + b)) E A i- i n 
B,=A, and (b/(xP + b)) & M,,i. In a similar way, we have 
(a/(x” + b)) E B,; indeed we have wi(xp + b) = w,(b) < w{(a) since 
y = (u/b) E Bi. Since u/(x” + b) also clearly belongs to Ai-l, we obtain that 
(u/(xP+b)EAi-,nBi=Ai and consequently, that y = u/b = 
(u/(X” + b))l(b/(XP + b)) E (Ai)M;.i* 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Construction of a Noetherian ring A that satisfies the 
hypothesis of Proposition 4.1 for m = n + 1. 
Let n be a positive integer, let m = n + 1. Let ul,..., U, be integers such 
that 2<u, < ... < U, < n. Let k = k,(Y,, Y, ,...) where k, is a field and 
Y, Y, )... is an infinite number of indeterminates over k,. Let X,,, ,..., X0,,; 
x ~l(u,-,)~“.;~sl,...~~s(u,_-l) 11 9*--Y be indeterminates over k. Let A = 
k[X,, ,..., Xscu,_ Js where S = k[Xol,..., Xscu,_ ,,]\((X,, ,..., X0,) U (X,, ,..., 
X ,,u,-lJ U .+. U (Xs,,...,Xs,,s_,,)); let No= (Xol,...,Xo,)A, N, = 
(X Xw-1) 11 ,**., )A ,..., N, = (X,, ,..., XS(U,_,&4. It is clear that A is a 
Noetherian domain whose maximal ideals are N,, , N, ,..., N,. Furthermore, 
since A is regular, it satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 4.1. 
Finally, because of the way we choose k, it is easy to see that the residue 
fields are all isomorphic, i.e., that condition (c) is also satisfied. 
Remark 4.4. In virtue of Theorem 2.3, it is clear that a domain R 
satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem D cannot be integrally closed in 
general. However, one can always construct such a domain R seminormal. 
Indeed, first it is easy to see that this property is satisfied by the ring A 
constructed in Example 4.2 (as well as in Example 4.3); second, observing 
that the unique maximal ideal of the ring R constructed in Proposition 4.1 is 
equal to the Jacobson radical of A, it is also easy to see that the seminor- 
mality property goes down to the ring R. 
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